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ICT contributed to about 0.83 GtCO2 emissions where the 37% comes from the telecoms 

infrastructures. At the same time, the increasing cost of energy has been hindering the 

industry in providing more affordable services for the users. One of the sources of these 

problems is said to be the rigidity of the current network infrastructures which limits 

innovations in the network. SDN (Software Defined Network) has emerged as one of the 

prominent solutions with its idea of abstraction, visibility, and programmability in the 

network.  Nevertheless, there are still significant efforts needed to actually utilize it to 

create a more energy and environmentally friendly network.  In this paper, we suggested 

and developed a platform for developing ecology-related SDN applications. The main 

approach we take in realizing this goal is by maximizing the abstractions provided by 

OpenFlow and to expose RESTful interfaces to modules which enable energy saving in the 

network. While OpenFlow is made to be the standard for SDN protocol, there are still 
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some mechanisms not defined in its specification such as settings related to Quality of 

Service (QoS). To solve this, we created REST interfaces for setting of QoS in the 

switches which can maximize network utilization. We also created a module for 

minimizing the required network resources in delivering packets across the network. This 

is achieved by utilizing redundant links when it is needed, but disabling them when the 

load in the network decreases. The usage of multi paths in a network is also evaluated for 

its benefit in terms of transfer rate improvement and energy savings. Hopefully, the 

developed framework can be beneficial for developers in creating applications for 

supporting environmentally friendly network infrastructures. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

This section introduces readers to the background and motivation for conducting this thesis 

work. It also explains about the research problems, objectives, delimitations, and the 

research methodology. 

 

1.1 Background 
 

Ecologists are now sure that changes in our global environment are taking place. One of 

these environmental changes that we are now quite aware of is the increasing of carbon 

dioxide in the atmosphere. Human activity, especially fossil fuel combustion, has increased 

carbon dioxide concentrations from °280 to 355 mL/L since 1800. This increase is possibly 

to have consequences to our environment. In fact it has direct consequences on biota on 

earth (Vitousek, 1994). Meanwhile, according to the Climate Group of Global 

eSustainability Initiative (GESI), the global emissions will rise from 40GtCO2e emitted 

each year in 2002 to 53GtCO2e in 2020 (2008).  

In the economic point of view, according to Lord Stern, omitting the rising carbon 

emissions that will result in dangerous climate change now will hurt economic growth in 

the future. Also according to the report, if no action is taken, the cost of damage is 

comparable to losing at least 5% of global gross domestic product each year (The Climate 

Group, 2008). 

On the other hand, ICT currently contributed to about 0.83 GtCO2 emissions where the 

37% comes from the telecoms infrastructures (The Climate Group, 2008). Similarly, the 

network infrastructure in a data center contributes to about 20% of power consumption 

(Greenberg et al. 2008). While this number does not seem huge, 3 billion kWh was 

consumed by the networking elements in the data centers in the United States (Heller et al. 

2010). Coupled with the ever increasing need for more data centers, as more devices gets 

connected and uses services in the cloud, this number will only grow. Innovations which 

can specifically decrease energy consumptions in the networking system thus are required. 

Or better, which can actually look at the higher level of green ICT system because 

according to (Drouant et al. 2014) even if these innovations proves to be able to solve the 

local problem, which is to save energy in the data center, it may not necessarily solve or 

even can actually induce negative effect on the global environmental system. Thus it is 

very important to look at the whole picture. 
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Unfortunately, the rigidity of the current network infrastructures has been said to limit 

innovations in the network. Nevertheless, SDN (Software Defined Network) has emerged 

as one of the prominent solutions with its idea of abstraction, visibility, and 

programmability in the network.  SDN achieves these via the separation between control 

plane and forwarding plane of a network switch. The forwarding plane is programmable 

via the interfaces specified by OpenFlow protocol. The control plane sends OpenFlow-

defined messages to the switch’s forwarding plane. The types of messages that can be sent 

are defined by the OpenFlow specification. These include messages both to get and update 

the state of the switch. This architecture of SDN is actually familiar as it is the same 

architecture in computing where the Operating Systems instructs different operations on 

the processors, depending on the applications or programs running on it. In fact, this is one 

of the main goals of SDN. It is to promote more innovations in the network infrastructures 

which hopefully will not only end up as a proof of concept but also to be used in the 

production network in relatively shorter time. 

However, if the goal is to utilize SDN to create a more energy and environmentally 

friendly network, then significant efforts are needed to actually realize it. Currently there is 

not yet a kind of framework which users, specifically developers, can make use of to create 

ecology-related applications. This is the problem this thesis work is trying to answer.  

While analyzing this problem, we also look at some of the existing or related approaches to 

this problem and they are summarized in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Related Researches 

Study Scope Method Conclusion 

PolicyCop: An 

Autonomic QoS 

Policy 

Enforcement 

Framework for 

Software Defined 

Networks (Bari et 

al. 2013) 

A framework of 

QoS control for 

TCP/IP network 

in SDN 

environment. 

The framework provides 

interfaces for defining 

QoS-based SLAs, QoS 

network monitoring, and 

QoS enforcer based on 

simple rules. The enforcer 

rules such as if latency of 

certain link is high, then 

schedule the packet flow 

through a new path with 

less congestions and 

appropriate delay. 

The framework is 

built for general 

TCP/IP network. 

An OpenNaaS 

based SDN 

framework for 

Dynamic QoS 

Control (Bueno et 

al. 2013)  

 NCL (Network Control 

Layer) is implemented 

with OpenNaas with 

features of network status 

monitoring and SDN 

switches configuration 

based interactive QoS 

requirements application 

Similar to 

PolicyCop, it offers 

the possibility of 

configuring the 

underlying switches 

based on high-level 

QoS requirements.  

ElasticTree: 

Saving Energy in 

Data Center 

Network (Heller et 

al. 2013) 

Saving energy in 

Data Center 

environment 

Decreasing the number of 

network resources 

required to deliver the 

information 

Implementation can 

be complex as 

dynamic routing 

itself is an NP-hard 

problem  

A Power Saving 

Scheme for Open 

Flow Network 

(Bista et al. 2013)  

Developing 

energy efficient 

mechanism for 

wired OpenFlow 

networks 

Put nodes to sleep or 

wakeup sleeping nodes 

depending on the traffic in 

the network 

The solution is more 

appropriate for 

backbone 

infrastructure, where 

the nodes form a 

mesh network.  
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OpenFlow SDN 

testbed for Storage 

Area Network 

(Sadov et al. 2014) 

Evaluation of 

possibility of 

using SDN 

Testbed for 

dynamic 

reconfigurations 

of networks. 

Develop application on 

SDN controller (NOX) to 

control QoS. Measure the 

traffic rate when different 

traffics pass through the 

network. 

Similar approach 

can be used for the 

current work. For 

example to set QoS 

in OpenFlow 

software switch and 

hardware switch 

   

Basic Quality of Service (QoS) parameters such as the latency, throughput, and capacity in 

the network is one of the interesting areas in our work. While OpenFlow has defined some 

basic mechanisms related to QoS, such as by assigning packets to queues of output port of 

a switch, the configuration of the queues itself is not specified (OpenFlow spec 1.3). The 

result is that many vendors come up with different way of implementation. While it is also 

understood that even if such mechanisms are specified, such in OF-Config, still the 

vendors chose not to implement such features currently. This certainly limits the potential 

of OpenFlow itself which is designed to provide abstraction and programmability in the 

network.  

Having learned the possible ways in which power consumption can be reduced in a 

network, we decided to develop a framework in which other developers can use to create 

an SDN application which can support a more environmentally friendly policy in a 

network. 

It is true that some SDN frameworks have been developed. These include NOX, POX, 

Floodlight, ryu, and OpenDaylight. The main difference between our framework and the 

other frameworks is the focus on environmental awareness. Features related to energy 

saving such as port utilization monitoring, port enabling or disabling, multiple paths usage 

should be easily used by the users by accessing its corresponding REST API endpoints. It 

is also important to note that the framework is not developed to compete with other 

existing frameworks but more to address this different area in green network. In fact, this 

framework is built on top of ryu to avoid reinventing the wheels.  Another important 

difference is its support both for virtual and physical OpenFlow switch. It was found from 

observation on several hardware switches that they do not necessarily support the 

specification on OpenFlow. For example, the rule to forward an incoming packet out to 
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certain queue is not possible in HP switch. There are also some restrictions on which 

forwarding table can be modified in those switches and which cannot be modified since it 

can only be used by the switch. 

1.2 Research Problem, Objectives, and Delimitations  

 

As explained in the introduction, the main research problem is to develop a framework 

which can be used by users to develop ecological solutions for Software-Defined Network. 

Also taking more inputs from the stakeholders, including PERCCOM’s goals, the research 

goals are outlined: 

1. Research solutions that makes the network infrastructure to be ecology-friendly 

Due to the current global challenges such as global warming, as explained in the 

background section, there needs to be innovations in the area of ICT to lower down 

its own carbon impact. Without neglecting the potential of ICT itself which can 

actually contribute in lowering the global carbon impact, the environmental impact 

of ICT itself is equivalent to that contributed by the aviation industry. 

2. Research the possibility of using SDN which provides abstraction, visibility, and 

programmability in a network to implement the solutions. 

3. The solution should be implemented in a form of framework which can be utilized 

by other users or other developers in which to build upon more green solutions 

Several delimitations on this thesis work including the mechanisms that can be used in 

energy saving. The mechanisms are limited to that has been researched before not 

something that is still needed to be invented. The limitation also includes the size of the 

network on which to test the working of the solution. It is decided that this thesis work is 

more of a prototype work and thus the network size will be relatively small compared to a 

real environment such as in a data center. It is also important to note that the goal is to 

research the possibility of using SDN to support sustainable development. Thus, energy 

measurement will not be as detailed as when the goal is to measure energy consumption of 

an energy saving mechanism for example. 
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1.3 Usability 

 

The usability and the real outcome of this thesis work are related to the objectives 

described on the previous subsection. Firstly, the result of the thesis work will be important 

in answering the question of how supportive the current SDN technology is in creating an 

environmentally friendly network infrastructure. This is because SDN itself is rather 

relatively new innovations. Its potential in decreasing the carbon emission of the 

networking infrastructures should be interesting for researchers and also for enterprises as 

they decide whether to adopt SDN in their technology infrastructures.  

Another contribution of this work is the SDN framework itself. The framework can be 

used by developers to create more advanced applications in especially those which are 

environment-aware. It also contains the modules which implement existing researched 

mechanisms to save energy in the network, avoiding the users to re-implement the same 

functionalities from scratch. The framework also provides abstraction for QoS settings 

which is not directly possible through OpenFlow only. This feature is made available for 

several switches, such as CPqD switch and HP 3500 yl. More importantly, some of the 

functionalities in the framework are also exposed through REST API which ensures 

reusability and modularity. In the spirit of supporting more innovations in this area, the 

framework is open-sourced and accessible at https://github.com/itmo-infocom/EcoSDN.  

 

1.4 Research Methodology 
 

The research approach adopted in this work is formulative research. This approach is 

suggested by Morrison and George (1995). They also suggested other research approaches 

including evaluative research, descriptive research, and developmental research. 

Formulative research involves development and refinement of theories, models, or 

frameworks that govern research activities, and support scientific progress through 

paradigm shifts. Also, most of formulative work involves synthesizing and integrating 

information and then developing guidelines, models, or frameworks. 

 

Agile software development approach is followed in conducting this research. 

Abrahamsson et al. (2002) explains that this development approach has some important 

characteristics such as modularity on development process level, iterative with short cycles 
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enabling fast verifications and corrections, adaptive with possible emergent new risks, 

incremental process approach that allows functioning application building in small steps, 

and collaborative and communicative working style. 

 

There are different agile software development methodologies, such as feature driven 

development (FDD), scrum, rational unified process (RUP), and adaptive software 

development. Out of these, RUP is chosen as it is more appropriate for iterative 

development in object-oriented approach. RUP’s project lifespan consists of four phases: 

inception, elaboration, construction, and transition, as depicted in figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. RUP Phases (Abrahamsson et al. 2002) 

 

1.5 Structure of the thesis 
 

The thesis book comprises of 5 sections. Section 1 introduces the topic, research questions, 

goals, and the structure of the thesis. While, section 2 contains a description of the 

background theory required in understanding as well as developing the framework. Section 

3 describes the design of the framework. In Section 4, we explain the results of the 

research. Finally, in section 5 we conclude this thesis work along with some suggestions 

for future improvements for the framework.   
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2 BACKGROUND THEORY 

 

This chapter explains some of the related theory needed to understand more about the 

content of this thesis work. Readers are also encouraged to have a look at the specific 

referenced paper. 

 

2.1 Software Defined Network (SDN) 
 

According to Open Networking Foundation (2012), SDN is defined as the physical 

separation of the network control plane from the forwarding plane, and where a control 

plane controls several devices. In other words, SDN turns the network to be programmable. 

The logical architecture of SDN is shown in Fig.1. On the bottom layer, the network of 

physical switches are abstracted and centrally managed through an SDN controller at the 

contol layer. Other than managing the current state of the underlying network, the 

controller also provides Application Programming Interface (API) which can be used by 

SDN applications to provide network services such as routing, traffic engineering, energy 

usage, quality of service, and security. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Software-Defined Network Architecture (Open Networking Foundation, 2012) 

 

One particular attention on the architecture, is the protocol used for communication 
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between the infrastructure layer and control layer. Currently there is no standard protocol, 

but the most used one is the OpenFlow. Basically it specifies the instructions or commands 

which can be executed by the SDN controllers to modify the forwarding tables of the 

underlying infrastructure layer (physical or virtual switches). Fig.2 is an example of 

instruction which can be set on the OpenFlow-enabled switches. Depending on the MAC 

destination address, MAC source address IP address, and TCP port, a certain packet which 

matches those fields will be forwarded to port 1 of the switch or forwarded to the 

controller, based on the value on the action field. 

 

Fig. 3. Example of OpenFlow Instruction Set [3] 

 

Some open source SDN controllers have been developed, including NOX (the first 

Openflow controller), POX, Floodlight, Ryu and lately Opendaylight. These controllers 

expose their interfaces such that the users can communicate OpenFlow messages to the 

underlying switch by utilizing the controller. 

 

2.2 OpenFlow 
  

This sub-chapter explains in more detail about OpenFlow specifications version 1.0.0 

(2011) which are related to the current work.   

 

2.2.1 Port Statistics 

 

With OpenFlow, it is possible to retrieve port statistics information from the switches. This 

is done by sending ofp_port_stats_request, and has the following structure: 

 

/* Body for ofp_multipart_request of type OFPMP_PORT. */ 

struct ofp_port_stats_request { 
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uint32_t port_no; /* OFPMP_PORT message must request statistics 

* either for a single port (specified in 

* port_no) or for all ports (if port_no == 

* OFPP_ANY). */ 

uint8_t pad[4]; 

}; 

OFP_ASSERT(sizeof(struct ofp_port_stats_request) == 8); 

 

To get information of port statistics from a single port, the port_no can be set with the 

specific port number requested. Otherwise, it can be set to OFPP_ANY to get statistics 

from all the ports.  

The port statistics information itself contains the following information: 

Table 2. Port-Stats Fields Descriptions 

Field Name Description 

RX_packets Number of received packets 

TX_packets Number of transmitted packets 

RX_bytes Number of received bytes 

TX_bytes Number of transmitted bytes 

RX_dropped Number of packets dropped by RX 

TX_dropped Number of packets dropped by TX 

RX_errors Number of receive errors 

TX_errors Number of transmit errors 

RX_frame_err Number of frame alignment error 

RX_over_err Number of packets with RX overrun 

RX_crc_err Number of CRC errors 

Collisions Number of collisions 

Duration_sec Time port has been alive in seconds 

Duration_nsec Time port has been alive in nanoseconds beyond 

duration_sec 

 

2.2.2 Port Description 

 

Port description is used to get information about certain port of an OpenFlow switch. For 

example in this thesis it is used to find out if a port is disabled or not. To get this 
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information, we need to send OFMP_PORT_DESCRIPTION to the switch. The reply from 

the switch is an ofp_port data and will have the following informations: 

Table 3. OFP_Port Description 

Field Name Descriptions 

Port_no Port number of the port 

Hw_addr MAC address of the port 

Config bitmap of OFPPC flags 

State Bitmap of OFPPS flags 

Curr Current features 

Advertised Features which are advertised by the port 

Supported Features which are supported by the port 

Peer Features which are advertised by peer 

Curr_speed Current port bit-rate in Kbps 

Max_speed Max port bitrate capacity (in Kbps) 

 

The features supported in an OpenFlow port suggests the link modes, link type, and link 

features. This is implemented with ofp_porf_features and has the values below for 

example: 

Table 4. Port Features Values 

Value Name Value – Description 

OFPPF_1GB_FD 1 << 5 – 1 Gb full-duplex rate support  

OFPPF_100MB_FD 1 << 3 – 100Mb  full-duplex rate support 

OFPPF_COPPER 1 << 11 - Medium of copper 

OFPPF_AUTONEG 1 << 13 – Auto-negotiation of rate 

The Config fields as explained on table 2, is a bitmap of OFPPC Flags. Basically it means 

that it describes the administrative settings of the port. The OFFPC itself is implemented 

with ofp_port_config. This has the following structure: 

Table 5. Port Config Values 

Field Name Value – Description 

OFPPC_PORT_DOWN 1 << 0 – Port is down administratively 

OFPPC_NO_RECV 1 << 2 – Drop all the packets received on this port 

OFPPC_NO_FWD 1 << 5 – Drop all packets forwarded to this port 
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OFPPC_NO_PACKET_IN 1 << 6 – Do not send packet-in messages for this port 

 

In this application, disabling the port is done by sending a port modification message, 

containing the value of config of the port, in this case it should be 1 << 0 so that the port 

will be shutdown administratively. After it is administratively brought down, the port will 

not be used OpenFlow 

 

2.2.3 Port Modification 

 

As our application needs to modify the state of the port, we need to send port modification 

message OFPT_PORT_MOD to the switch. 

This OFPT_PORT_MOD has the following fields: 

Field Name Description 

Port_no Port number of the port 

Hw_addr MAC address of the port 

Config Bitmap of OFPPC flags as explained in section 1.2.2 

Mask Bitmap of OFPPC flags that wants to be changed 

Advertise Bitmap of OFPPF ax explained in section 1.2.2 

 

 

2.3 REST 

 

Representational State Transfer (REST) is a coordinated set of architectural constraints that 

tries to minimize latency and network communication while at the same time maximizing 

the independence and scalability of component implementations (Fielding & Taylor, 

2000). More importantly, REST supports the system and the interaction between the 

components to be reusable. The components are also shall be possible to be substituted 

dynamically allowing for future correction or refinement of the components. The 

processing of actions can also happen in a cascaded way in which the actions are executed 

by intermediaries and then become inputs for other components. 
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2.4 SDN Controller: Ryu 

 

Ryu is a component-based software defined networking framework (NTT, 2011). This 

component-based design allows the developer to easily develop new network management 

and control applications by utilizing the API exposing the functionality of these modules. 

Ryu not only supports OpenFlow, it also supports OF-Config which is used to configure 

the mechanics of the switches. Currently Ryu supports OpenFlow version 1.0, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 

1.5, and Nicira extensions. Another advantage of Ryu is that it is written in Python which 

has good user base and relatively easy to learn language for new programmers. 

 

2.4.1 Creating a Ryu Application 

 

In order to create a Ryu application, it is necessary to create a subclass of 

ryu.base.app_manager.RyuApp  

 

2.4.2 Threads and Events in Ryu 

 

Applications which are running on Ryu are single-threaded and the applications can send 

messages via events generated by the applications. There are internal events and custom 

events. The internal events are related to OpenFlow events. The custom events can be 

created by extending EventBase class of ryu’s ryu.controller.event.  

 

2.4.3 Threads and Events in Ryu 

 

Applications which are running on Ryu are single-threaded and the applications can send 

messages via events generated by the applications. There are internal events and custom 

events. The internal events are related to OpenFlow events. The custome events can be 

created by extending EventBase class of ryu’s ryu.controller.event.  

 

2.4.4 Generate Events 

 

Generating events in Ryu application can be done by calling send_event_to_observers 

which is the method of ryu.base.app_manager.RyuApp. In other words, this method is 
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already part of the application itself, and generating events can be done relatively easy. 

 

 

2.4.5 Ryu’s REST OFCTL  

 

Ryu.app.ofctl_rest is a ryu application which can be used to query the switch for flow 

statistics, port statistics, flow modifications, port descriptions. This application is also 

exposed through REST and hence it will be easy to use by any applications written in 

different programming languages. Below is an example of using ofctl rest to get the flow 

statistics: 

$ curl –X GET http://127.0.0.1:8080/stats/flow/1 

{ 

  "1": [ 

    { 

      "length": 88, 

      "table_id": 0, 

      "duration_sec": 2, 

      "duration_nsec": 6.76e+08, 

      "priority": 1, 

      "idle_timeout": 0, 

      "hard_timeout": 0, 

      "flags": 1, 

      "cookie": 1, 

      "packet_count": 0, 

      "byte_count": 0, 

      "match": { 

        "in_port": 3 

      }, 

      "actions": [ 

        "OUTPUT:4" 

      ] 

    } 

  ] 

} 
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2.5 Mininet 

 

Mininet is a network emulator and runs a collection of end-hosts, switches, routers, and 

links on a single Linux kernel (Florian, 2013). A simple and lightweight virtualization 

mechanism is used so that mininet acts like a complete network system. A host in mininet 

also acts like a real host with network interfaces, applications, where it is possible simulate 

a web server and hundreds of hosts connecting to it in a single mininet. The links in 

mininet is also configurable. Using the tc command of linux, the delay and speed of the 

link can be adjusted.  

 

2.5.1 Creating a network topology in mininet 

 

Creating a network in mininet is quite simple. It is only necessary to use the mininet API 

such as addHost and addLink. Below is an example of a network comprising of a switch 

connected with 2 hosts: 

net = Mininet( controller=RemoteController ) 

info( '*** Adding controller\n' ) 

net.addController( 'c0', ip='127.0.0.1' ) 

info( '*** Adding hosts\n' ) 

h1 = net.addHost( 'h1', ip='10.0.0.1',mac='00:00:00:00:00:11' ) 

h2 = net.addHost( 'h2', ip='10.0.0.2',mac='00:00:00:00:00:22') 

info( '*** Adding switch\n' ) 

s1 = net.addSwitch( 's1' ) 

 

info( '*** Creating links\n' ) 

Link(h1,s1) 

Link(h2,s1) 

net.start() 

cli(net) 

 

2.6 OpenFlow Software Switch 

2.6.1 Open vSwitch 
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Open vSwitch (Graff et al. 2015) is an open source multilayer software switch. It is 

licensed under Apache 2 license. Open vSwitch is one of the mostly used virtual switches 

in virtual environments. It is designed and implemented to work in production network. 

The virtual network layer can access Open vSwitch through its standard control and 

visibility interface. Currently, Open vSwitch supports multiple Linux-based virtualization 

technologies such as VirtualBox, Xen/XenServer, and KVM (Kernel-based Virtual 

Machine). 

 

Open vSwitch itself is made up of several components. Below are some of the important 

components: 

a. ovs-vswitchd. This is a daemon which implements the switch functionality together 

with the Linux kernel module for per-flow switching 

b. ovsdb-server. This is a database server which stores the configuration of Open 

vSwitch. Ovs-vswitchd can query it to update and get the state of the switch. 

c. ovs-vsctl. This is tool which can be by the user to get the configuration of the 

switch. For example it can be used to find the version of the switch and to see list 

of bridges that has been created. At the same time, it can also be used for changing 

the configuration of the switch. 

d. ovs-appctl. This is a utility that can be used to send commands to a running Open 

vSwitch daemons. 

 

2.6.2 CPqD Switch 

 

CPqD switch supports OpenFlow version 1.2 (Fernandez et al. 2011), and OpenFlow 

version 1.3(Fernandez et al. 2011). Their implementation is based on Ericsson TrafficLab 

1.1 softswitch implementation, which is in turn based on original Stanford 1.0.0 reference 

switch. Compared to Open vSwitch which is running in the kernel space, this switch is 

running on the user space. Hence, the switch has slower rate compared to Open vSwitch. 
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2.7 Sustainable Development 

 

According to the Brundtland Commission, sustainable development is defined as the 

development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs (1987). In sustainable development, there are 3 main 

pillars that need to be balanced: social, economy, and environments. This means that every 

development efforts must try to honor these three factors in its process or results. For 

example, the invention of Software-Defined Network shall honor the social impact, 

specifically on how it would change the job markets. As a technology that is essentially 

supporting more automation in the network, certainly there are questions such as whether it 

will eliminate the jobs of network engineers. As to the economy, what will happen to the 

companies that has been providing classical networking elements such as Cisco or Juniper. 

The fact that by using SDN it is possible to simply buy cheaper yet dumb switching 

devices and to install certain network operating system in it, worry the current networking 

vendors. But this is not to say that SDN is bad. Actually, it is better because then most 

businesses can afford to buy not only affordable switching devices, but also the one with 

good quality comparable to the premium devices. While in terms of the environments, the 

main question will be how to recycle the networking devices which people currently own 

when they want to migrate into using devices which are SDN-aware. 

Sustainable development itself in the long range should actually benefit not only the 

environment, as most people think, because it takes note of the economic side at the same 

time. For instance, an energy efficient switch which is also designed with eco-design 

guaranteeing environmentally friendly process in its whole life-cycle from production until 

its end-of-life, will benefit the business because the business then will have a reduction in 

its energy bill and less harm to the environment guaranteeing support both from the user 

and the government. 
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3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION FOR ECOLOGY-ORIENTED 

SDN FRAMEWORK 

 

This chapter outlines the detailed design and implementation of the ecology-oriented SDN 

Framework. 

3.1 Ecology SDN Framework Architecture 

 

In designing the ecology SDN framework there are two main ideas which are used. These 

ideas are gathered from literatures and researcher’s observations. 

First, it is maximizing the abstraction provided in SDN through OpenFlow. While switch 

vendors offer products labelled as OpenFlow-capable, in reality they have different ways 

in implementing the specications specified in OpenFlow specifications. Even some 

features are not implemented by the switch vendor. For example, HP switch with 

OpenFlow version 1.0, only has a single table, and in the OpenFlow version 1.3 

implementation, only certain tables can be inserted new rules. This is certainly very 

important in creating a framework which can provide a level of abstraction such that the 

user, specifically developers, can focus on creating applications related to saving energy or 

other ecology-oriented solutions with SDN.  

Second, it is to implement researched mechanisms for saving energy in a network. There 

have been some researched mechanisms for saving energy in a network. Unfortunately, 

many times these solutions are not used because it requires some extra resources before it 

can be applied in the network.  

Figure 4 shows the high level view of the framework. The functionalities of the framework 

is exposed through REST APIs. Adopting REST for SDN northbound API has some 

benefits such as: decentralized management of dynamic resources, heterogeneous clients, 

service composition, localized migration, and scalability (Zhou et al. 2014). This interface 

then in turn provides a way to access and communicate with the backend modules which 

provide different functionalities. Some of the modules include QoS REST API, Host 

Tracker, utilization reporter, and multiple flows. 

The idea of creating separate modules which serves their own individual functions is to 

support composability in the framework. This is also an idea borrowed from Service-

Oriented Architecture which supports in creating small functional services which can 
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collaborate in achieving bigger functionalities. This approach is also good for scalability 

because in the system, any new application or functionality can get certain data from an 

already running module instead of implementing its own mechanism. 

ECOLOGY SDN Framework

OpenFlow Controller (Ryu)

Physical/Virtual Network

Adaptive 

Link Rate

Utilization 

Reporter

Host 

Tracker

QoS REST 

API

Energy Efficient 

Redundant Links
Multiple 

Flows

Openflow messages, DPCTL, CLI

 

Fig. 4. Ecology SDN Framework Architecture 

 

The framework then sits on top of Ryu SDN controller. The main idea is that this 

framework extends the capability of Ryu which communicates OpenFlow messages with 

the underlying physical or virtual network.  

In the next sections, the design and implementation of the modules are explained. 

3.2 REST API 

 

In designing the REST API, focus are put on how to best create them to provide 

reusability, modularity, and scalability in the framework. Roy Fielding in his paper states 

that in REST, hypertext is the engine of application state, in which REST API should be 

driven only through hypertext. Nevertheless, as the main goal of this research work is to 

see the possibility of using SDN to implement ecology friendly innovations, such feature is 

not currently our main concern. We however implemented REST which has basic features 

such as appropriate usage of HTTP verb, and common format for request responses, which 

in our work JSON is used. 

HTTP is used as the application layer protocol to implement the architectural style defined 
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in REST. The choice of what kind of HTTP method used is based on the specification of 

REST. For example, GET is used when the functionality at that endpoint does not alter the 

state of the system. POST and PUT is used when the functionality introduce changes in the 

system. The different between them is that, PUT should be used when the operation 

involves an update to certain resource instead of creating a new resource in which POST 

should be used instead. 

Also, as the underlying physical/virtual network switches, it is important to create a 

reasonably general interface for those different switches.  

In implementation, the REST interfaces are hosted at a Python web server. The REST 

interfaces interact with the web server’s incoming requests through Python’s WSGI. 

WSGI is the Web Server Gateway Interface. It specifies and describes the mechanisms in 

which web servers communicate with web applications, and how these web applications 

can be combined to process a request. In other words, basically it is an interface between 

web servers and web applications. In the higher level view, its main function is to 

formalize the codes needed to pass data around. 

 

3.3 QoS REST API 

 

OpenFlow defines the mechanisms to access the forwarding plane of a switch and the 

features needed to be implemented in it through OpenFlow specification (ONF, 2009). But 

it does not specify the mechanisms for queue settings which can be useful in guaranteeing 

Quality of Service (QoS) and in implementing the adaptive link rate feature. This certainly 

becomes a problem when the network consists of switches from different vendors, physical 

or virtual switch, where each has their own way to configure the queue, decreasing the 

abstraction nature of SDN itself. To overcome this, we create a RESTful API to set the 

queue settings in CPqD OpenFlow 1.2 and 1.3 compatible software switches.  

In general, there are two ways for setting up a per-flow QoS in SDN: using queue and 

meter. If using queue, the following steps are involved: 

1. Setting of queue in the intended switch.  

The queue will be the destination of where to forward the packet that wants to have 

QoS. The implementation for Open vSwitch is already developed in Ryu. Thus in 
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this work, the implementation of setting up of queue is carried out for CPqD 

software switch OpenFlow version 1.2 and OpenFlow version 1.3, and HP 3600 yl. 

2. Setting of QoS rule by inserting OpenFlow rules.  

One of the useful function in implementing QoS with OpenFLow is the Set_Queue 

action. Using this action when inserting a new flow rule will forward the matched 

flow to the specified queue of the output port. 

For example in the following JSON response of getting QoS rule in Open vSwitch, 

any flow which has the UDP destination port of 5002 and network destination of 

10.0.0.2, will be forwarded to queue 1 of the output port. The output port itself is 

specified in the next table, such that in the end, the action applied to the flow will 

be something like: actions=enqueue:<outputport>:<queue_id> 

root@mininet:~# curl -X GET http://localhost:8080/qos/rules/0000000000000001 

  [{   "switch_id": "0000000000000001", 

      "command_result": [ 

        { 

          "qos": [ 

            { 

              "priority": 1, 

              "dl_type": "IPv4", 

              "nw_proto": "UDP", 

              "tp_dst": 5002, 

              "qos_id": 1, 

              "nw_dst": "10.0.0.2", 

              "actions": [ 

                { 

                  "queue": "1" 

                }]} ]}]  }  ] 

 

Also, because the OpenFlow action SET_QUEUE is supported by CqpD software 

http://localhost:8080/qos/rules/0000000000000001
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switch, this feature need not be implemented. However, this action is not supported 

by HP 3500 yl switch. So in our work, the feature of setting queue needs to be 

implemented for this switch. 

The operations which will be exposed through REST interfaces are setting/updating queue, 

deleting a queue, and getting information about the available queues in a switch. 

 

Another way to set up QoS is by setting meter in the OpenFlow rules. The meter will 

measure the rate of packets passing into the meter. As in Fig.5, there is counters which 

stores this number and meter bands which contain actions. 

 

Fig. 5. Components of Meter Entry (ONF,2012)  

When certain value is reached, then a meter band will be applied to the flow. This can be 

either dropping the packets or to changing the DSCP field of the flow. This way, it is 

possible to set a maximum rate for certain flow by dropping the packets of the flow when 

its rate reaches certain value. 

 

3.3.1 Get Queue Information API 

 

Getting the queue information is useful for verifying the setting of queues as well as to 

provide informations important in debugging problems in the network. 

Figure 5 shows the sequence diagram of this feature including the objects which are 

involved.  
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QoSController

@route('qos_switch', BASE_URL + '/queue/{switchid}',
   methods=['GET']

access_switch(�get_queue )

QoS

get_queue(self, rest, vlan_id)

WSGI

msg = {'result': 'success',
 'details': getQueueConfigs(port)

CPqD Driver

get queue

dpctl queue-get-config(port)

result 

 

Fig. 6. Get Queue Sequence Diagram 

 

Incoming HTTP request with the form of GET base_url/queue/swichid, is firstly accepted 

by WSGI. In turns, WSGI call the method which will handle the request, located at 

QoSController object. QoS controller then will call its own function, called 

_access_switch. This method firstly parses the body of the request into a JSON object. At 

the same time, it checks whether it is a valid JSON object. If it is not a valid JSON object, 

it will return a HTTP 400 Bad request error and a message to the user that the message has 

invalid syntax.  

 

If there is no error, then it tries to find the datapath of the corresponding dpid. After getting 

this dpid, it tries to find the type of the switch. This is achieved by sending OpenFlow 

message of OFPMP_DESC request. In ryu, this is possible to be achieved by making the 

request to its ofctl REST API. Then, it calls the function of get_queue of the QoS object, 

along with the body of the request and the type of the switch. The QoS object then needs to 

interact with the underlying switch to the queue information.  This is done by sending a 

message to the driver object for the corresponding switch. Afterwards, the driver sends 

back the results. 
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REST QoS for HP 3500 YL 

In this thesis work, HP 3500 yl is used as the physical OpenFlow-capable switch. The 

switch support OpenFlow 1.0 and OpenFlow 1.3 with some limitations.  

Due to the limitation of HP’s implementation of OpenFlow which does not support the 

Set_Queue method to send certain flow to a queue, VLAN PCP (Priority Code Point) is 

used instead. VLAN PCP is a 3-bit field in the 16 least significant bits of 802.1 Q header: 

 

Fig. 7. IEEE 802.1 Q Header 

 

This 3-bit field corresponds to the priority value. In turns, this priority value maps to 

certain queue of the output port. Table 6 shows this mapping. 

Table 6. Priority in 802.1 P to Queue Mapping for HP 

Priority Queue 

1 1 

2 2 

0 0 

3 4 

4 5 

5 6 

6 7 

7 8 

 

For example, when a packet has the PCP value of 3, the HP switch will respect this value, 

and the packet will be forwarded to the queue id of 4 of the output port. 

Because the idea is to provide a more uniform interface for any switch, this means that 

there needs to be a translation between the target queue and the priority that needs to be set 

on the flow. In the implementation, this translation itself is simply by having a dictionary 
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structure which holds the data as in table 1.  

When there is an incoming request to insert a new flow rule, for example:  

$curl -X POST -d '{"match": {"eth_type":2048, "nw_dst": "10.10.2.129"}, 

"actions":{"port":"15","queue": "1"}}' 

http://localhost:8080/qos/rules/100028924a798280 

The application will translate the part of queue equals to 1 into priority field in 802.1 P of 

1. Before the switch forwards the packet out its output port, it will read the priority of 1, 

and output the packet to the queue 1 of its output port. 

 

3.3.2 Set Min-Bandwidth 

 

Besides implementing the module to set up flow rule for QoS, it is also needed to set the 

minimum bandwidth of the queue. 

The setting of minimum bandwidth of the queue in HP switch is done by exposing REST 

interface to the CLI command to set the minimum bandwidth. As listed in table 1, there are 

8 queues that can be used in HP switch. Setting the bandwidth will require the user to give 

the value for each of the queues, as currently it is simpler and it is not possible to directly 

assign the minimum bandwidth of a queue of a specific port. 

 

3.4 Reducing the Power Consumption of a Switch 

According to Mahadevan et.al, (2009), energy consumption of a switch has a linear 

relationship with the number of of linecards plugged in the switch and the number of active 

ports on each card. In their research, it is also concluded that explicitly disabling unused 

ports on a line card can reduce power consumption of the switch. This is shown when they 

conduct the test for three different bandwidths: 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps, and 1 Gbps. In all 

these three experiments, it is confirmed that the power consumption increases linearly as 

the number of active ports increases. 

Mahadevan at.al., also in their research found that the power consumption depends on the 

bandwidth (maximum capacity) of the port. A port with a bandwidth of 1 Gbps consumes 

the most power and 10 Mbps the least. They reasoned that this happens because of the 

extra energy required to operate the physical layer (PHY) at higher line speeds. Therefore, 

it is better to dynamically configure the ports line speed to 10 or 100 Mbps when their 
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utilization is low, instead of merely adopting rate-limiting which actually will not decrease 

the power consumption as it is independent of it.  

Their research confirms with the study conducted by Gunaratne et al. (2008), in which they 

realized that 1 Gbps Ethernet Links consume 4 W more than 100 Mbps links, while both 

idle and fully utilized Ethernet links consume same amount of power. The suggested 

mechanism to save the power is to use Adaptive Link Rate (ALR), which is by adaptively 

varying the link rate based on the load or utilization in the network.  

Specifically related to this thesis work, energy consumption in OpenFlow switches is done 

by Kaup et al.,(2014). They suggests that for an OpenFlow physical switch, the power 

consumption equation relates between the base power of the switch, power of the ports, 

and power related to the sending of OpenFlow messages to the switch: 

,  (1) 

 (2) 

 (3) 

 

The mechanism for reducing switch energy by shutting down its port, however, only works 

physical switches. As pointed out by Kaup et.al. (2014), the power consumption of an 

Open vSwitch, is related by the following equation: 

 (4) 

 

Due to this reason, the feature of disabling/enabling of switch’s port is only implemented 

for HP switch. Meanwhile, disabling or enabling a port is only possible when there is no 

traffic passing through it or when the load of the network does not require for the port to be 

active. To realize this mechanism for reducing energy in the network, module and REST 

API to disable/enable a port and report the utilization of the port is developed.  
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3.4.1 Disable/Enable Port 

 

Disabling/enabling port in the physical switch is implemented simply by exposing the 

specific switch command to disable or enable port to REST API. 

 

PortMod
Controller

@route('portmod', '/v1.0/portmod/{SWITCH_ID}/{port}', methods=['PUT'])

PortModWSGI

msg = {'result': 'success',
 'details': port disabled/enabled)

HP Driver

interface port disable

result 

enable/disable(dpid,port)

enable/disable(dpid,port)

connect_to_switch(IP)

 

Fig. 8. Sequence Diagram for Disable/Enable Port REST API 

 

As shown in figure 7, the implementation of REST API for disabling/enabling of HP 

switch port is similar to that other REST API implementations such as to get queue 

information from CPqD software switch. User request will be forwarded to the PortMod 

controller which is the object which implements the REST API and communicates with 

PortMod object which implement the actual disabling/enabling of port. Firstly, taking 

information of the DPID of the switch, then getting the IP address of the switch based on 

the DPID. The IP address of the switch is needed here in making SSH connection to the 

switch. 

 

3.4.2 Utilization Reporter 

 

Utilization reporter is the component in the SDN framework which reports the utilization 

of ports in OpenFlow switch by collecting port statistics on the switch. This port statistics 

consists of data such as the number of packets received/transmitted, number of bytes 
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received/transmitted, number of packets dropped and number of received/transmit errors.  

Querying the port statistics requires the Port Utilization to send ofp_port_stats_request to 

the switch. This action is carried out in a thread and executes the action every certain 

interval, for example 5 seconds. 

Using the port statistics information, calculation of the utilization is carried out with the 

following formula: 

 (5) 

, where  and  is the difference in the number of packets received and transmitted 

on that interface between the query intervals respectively,  is duration 

since the previous measurement and  is the interface bandwidth or the maximum 

capacity of the interface. 

Other classes or modules which want to use the utilization data can simply register to 

receive the custom event UtilizationEvent. In implementation in Python, this is done by 

adding a decorator to the method that is supposed to handle when such event occurs: 

@set_ev_cls(utilization_event.UtilizationEvent) 

 def UtilizationEventHandler(self,ev): 

 

The event UtilizationEvent has the following structure: 

. 

UtilizationEvent

utils: DPID, port, utilization
 

Fig. 9. UtilizationEvent Class Diagram 

 

 

Meanwhile, the utils attribute holds the ports utilization in a Python dictionary: 

Utils = {dpid_1: {port_1:utilization_in_percent}, 

      {port_2:utilization_in_percent} }, 

    dpid_2: {port_1:utilization_in_percent}, ... 
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3.4.3 Adaptive Link Rate 

 

In this framework we provide a module which can decrease the line speed of a port. This 

can be combined with the utilization module to implement the adaptive link rate. 

Depending on the user’s policy, the speed link can be decreased when the link utilization is 

low. 

Setting and getting the line speed of the port is similar to enabling/disabling port. 

ALR
Controller

@route('alr', '/alr/speed/{SWITCH_ID}/{port}', methods=['PUT'])

Adaptive
LinkRate

WSGI

msg = {'result': 'success',
 'details': port set to speed)

HP Driver

interface port speed-duplex auto-speed

result 

setPortSpeed(dpid,port)

setSpeed(port,speed)

connect_to_switch(IP)

 

Fig. 10. Sequence Diagram Set Port Speed 

 

3.5 Energy Saving in Redundant Links 

 

Redundant links in a network are usually used either to increase performance by utilizing 

both links, or as a backup mechanism when the normal link is down. In this framework we 

created a sample application which utilized the redundant links when the load of the 

network require more capacity and turn the redundant link off when such link capacity is 

not needed.  

Figure 10 shows the example network setup in Mininet. To avoid ARP broadcast storm, 

flow rules are set so that only one of the ports is used to transmit these broadcast packets 
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S1 S2

H1 H2 H3 H4

1

2
3 4

App

 

Fig. 11. Redundant Link Example Scenario 

 

This is achieved by installing flow rules which will drop packets coming in from port 2 and 

have Ethernet destination address of broadcast address. Then, to use both links we decided 

to load balance the traffic. A simple selection mechanism is implemented. Hosts connected 

to odd port number will go to port 1 and hosts connected to even port number will go to 

port 2, that is when their destination is a host in another switch. At the same time, the Port 

Stats module reports the number of transmitted and received bytes on the switch’s ports. 

Then the module applies the rules depending on the policy specified, such as to disable 

port 2 when the utilization of port 1 + utilization port 2 is under 90%. The disabling of the 

port is achieved by sending ofppc_port_down message to the port. Host Tracker module is 

used to get information of the mac addresses connected to the switches and used in 

installing balancing flows. 

 

3.6 Multiple Flows 

Another approach in saving energy is by increasing the performance of network itself 

during high utilization. By increasing the network performance, the required time to do the 

work-- in this case transferring the data-- can be achieved faster, and the resources 

involved may rest earlier once the work is done.  

In our work we test the working of the module by sending data from H1 and H2 using 

BBCP tool. BBCP is a tool to securely and quickly (approaching line speeds) copy data 

from source to target. The network architecture is depicted in figure 12.  
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Figure 1. Multiple Paths Network Example 

A  BBCP streams should be sent from H1 to H2 through the available paths.  It is assumed 

that the available paths are known to the SDN application. These are the paths from H1 to 

H2: 

1. H1 – (Port 3)S2(Port 15) – (Port 15)S5(Port 4) 

2. H1 – (Port 3)S2(Port 14) – (Port 14)S3(Port 15) – (Port 13)S5(Port 4) 

3. H1 – (Port 3)S2(Port 14) – (Port 13)S4(Port 15) – (Port 14)S5(Port 4) 

4. H1 – (Port 3)S2(Port 16) – (Port 16)S4(Port 4) 

To achieve the load balancing, BBCP streams from H1 are routed through the different 

paths. Each BBCP stream can be identified by its TCP source port because each stream has 

the same TCP destination port (5031), but different TCP source port. The activity diagram 

below shows the logic used in the application to load balance the BBCP streams: 
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BBCP Stream 1 
TCP Src A

TCP Dst 5031

BBCP Stream 2
TCP Src B

TCP Dst 5031

BBCP Stream 3
TCP Src C

TCP Dst 5031

FLOW TABLE: 
Priority: 1

Match TCP Dst 5031
Forward to Controller

SDN Controller
Process packet-in:

Get TCP src

SDN Controller:
Insert New flow:

Priority: 2
Match TCP Dst 

5031
Match TCP Src A
OUTPUT to PATH 

1

BBCP FLOW 1

FLOW TABLE: 
Priority: 3

Match TCP Dst 5031
Match TCP Src A

OUTPUT to PATH 1

FLOW 2...END

BBCP Stream 1 
TCP Src A

TCP Dst 5031

BBCP Stream 2
TCP Src B

TCP Dst 5031

BBCP Stream 3
TCP Src C

TCP Dst 5031

FLOW TABLE: 
Priority: 1

Match TCP Dst 5031
Forward to Controller

 

Fig. 12. Multipathing Module Flow Diagram 

 

The first incoming BBCP stream from H1 for example will be matched to the flow rule: 

match tcp_dst 5031. This flow is then forwarded to controller where further processing 

takes place. This process is to read the TCP source port of the flow and to insert a new 

flow rule matching the TCP source port and TCP destination port. The next flow coming 

from this same BBCP stream will then be matched to this new flow rule, for example will 

be output to path 1, instead of matching the previous rule which will forward it to the 

controller, because the new rule has higher priority. 

Broadcast storm due to loops in the network is avoided because these broadcast packets 

will flow through the default path, for example in this work path 1 from H1 to H2 is used. 

While BBCP packets are routed through the different paths depending on their TCP source 

ports. 

3.7 Host Tracker 

 

The application keep tracks of the hosts connected to the switches. The data that is stored 

is MAC address of the host, IP address of the host, DPID of the switch and port number in 

which the host is connected to. Getting the information about the hosts happens when there 

is an incoming packet-in to the SDN controller which has the ethertype of ARP. This is 

also the limitation of the module. If there is not yet any ARP request then it is not possible 

to provide such data. 
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4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

The Ecology SDN Framework has been designed and implemented according to the 

descriptions explained in the previous chapter. In this chapter, the result of the work are 

explained and analyzed. The result includes the REST API endpoints and example 

operations, functional testing for some of the modules, and energy measurement 

4.1 REST API Endpoints 

 

Table 1 lists the REST API endpoints and the service provided at the endpoint. The 

location of the resource is put next to the HTTP method to access the resource, for example 

PUT /v1.0/conf/switches/{SWITCH_ID}.  

Table 7. REST API Endpoints 
Endpoint Description 

QoS Settings 

PUT /v1.0/conf/switches/{SWITCH_ID} Set switch address 

POST /qos/queue/{SWITCH_ID} Set QoS settings with data : port-name, 

queues: min-rate:, max-rate: 

GET /qos/queue/{SWITCH_ID} Get all queues settings in the switch 

DELETE 

/qos/queue/{SWITCH_ID}/{PORT}/{QUEUE_

ID} 

Delete a specific queue 

DELETE /qos/queue/{SWITCH_ID} Delete all queues settings in the switch 

  
Adaptive Link Rate 

PUT /alr/{SWITCH_ID}/PORT Activate ALR on PORT with data: 

enabled:true/false, threshold 

GET /alr/{SWITCH_ID}/PORT Get ALR status: rate, threshold 

GET /alr/speed/{SWITCH_ID}/PORT Get speed of the port 
PUT /alr/speed/{SWITCH_ID}/PORT Set speed of the port, with data: speed 

 

Host Tracker 

Get /host_tracker/hosts Get all hosts and their information 

Get /host_tracker/hosts/{SWITCH_ID} Get all hosts connected to the switch 

  

Port Modification  

PUT /portmod/{SWITCH_ID}/{PORT} Power on/shutdown the port, with data: 

enabled: true/false 

 

The REST API for the setting QoS is implemented for CPqD switch supporting OpenFlow 

version 1.2 and 1.3, and HP 3500 yl. Before the REST API can be accessed, it is necessary 

to run the module corresponding to the REST API for QoS settings. For example, to run 
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the module which provides REST API for settings of QoS in CPqD switch: 

# ryu-manager rest_qos_ss.py qos_simple_switch_12.py rest_conf_switch.py 

conf_switch_key.py 

Then, it is necessary to run the network in which to test the module. For example, using 

mininet: 

# mn -v debug --topo single,2 --mac --switch user --controller remote 

Before being able to set the queue settings in the switch, it is mandatory to set the switch 

address: 

$ curl -X PUT -d '"/tmp/s1"'  

http://localhost:8080/v1.0/conf/switches/0000000000000001/unix_socket 

In the example, /tmp/s1 is the address for CPqD switch, while when setting the QoS for HP 

switch, it is necessary to set the IP address of the switch. 

Get qos settings: 

Request: curl -X GET http://localhost:8080/qos/queue/0000000000000001 

Response: 
[ 

    { 

        "switch_id": "0000000000000001", 

        "command_result": { 

            "result": "success", 

            "details": [ 

                { 

                    "queues": [ 

                        { 

                            "min_rate": "50", 

                            "queue_id": "1" 

                        }, 

                        { 

                            "min_rate": "20", 

                            "queue_id": "2" 

                        } 

                    ], 

                    "port_name": "1" 

                } 

            ] 

        } 

    } 

] 

 

 

Set QoS settings with data : port-name, queues: min-rate: 

Request: 
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curl -X POST -d '{"port_name": "1", "queues": [{"id": "1", 

"min_rate":"50"}, {"id":"2", "min_rate": "50"} ] }'  

http://localhost:8080/qos/queue/0000000000000001 

 

Response: 
[ 

    { 

        "switch_id": "0000000000000001", 

        "command_result": { 

            "result": "success", 

            "details": { 

                "1": { 

                    "config": { 

                        "min-rate": "50", 

                        "id": "1" 

                    } 

                }, 

                "2": { 

                    "config": { 

                        "min-rate": "20", 

                        "id": "2" 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

        } 

    } 

] 

 

While for setting of queue share in HP switch is by the following way: 

curl -X POST -d '{"port_name": "15", "queues": [{"min_rate": "40 0 0 0 60 

0 0 0"}]}' http://localhost:8080/qos/queue/100028924a798280 

 

Verification can then be done by checking via HP’s CLI: 

 
SW2(config)# show bandwidth output 15 

 

 Outbound Guaranteed Minimum Bandwidth % 

 

  Port   Q1  Q2     Q3  Q4     Q5  Q6  Q7  Q8 

  ------ --- ------ --- ------ --- --- --- ------ 

  15     40  0      0   0      60  0   0   0 

 

 

More example request and responses of the REST API can be found on Appendix 1. 

Based on the above tests, it is confirmed that the framework has successfully provides 

abstraction of setting queue in switch CPqD and HP 3500 yl via REST API. 
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4.2 QoS Setting 

 

4.2.1 QoS Setting of HP 3500 yl 

 

QoS setting of HP 3500 yl is tested by measuring the transfer rate of two different iperf 

sessions before and after QoS is applied on the switch. 

Figure 12 shows the network architecture for this test. On the picture, switch SW2 and 

switch SW5(on the left and the right of SDN controller respectively) have their OpenFlow 

module enabled and running. OpenFlow on switch SW1 (bottom) is not enabled and only 

working as a normal switch. Packets coming from H1-eth1 will be forwarded out port 10 

of switch SW1 into port 3 of switch SW2. While, packets coming from H1-eth2 will be 

forwarded out port 11 into port 5 of switch SW2. The same thing happens in the reverse 

condition, packets from port 3 SW2 will be sent to H1-eth1, and packets from port 5 will 

be sent to H1-eth2, by the switch SW1. Similar operations also take place between switch 

SW1 and switch SW5. 

 
Fig. 13. Network Testbed for QoS Setting of HP 3500 yl 

 

 

The ports are configured at 100 MBps full-duplex. This is to easily observe the effect of 

applying QoS on the traffics. 

 

Initially, H1 and H2 are not connected. This is because there is not yet any rule in flow 

table of switch SW2 and switch SW5 that says how to reach H2 from H1, or how to reach 
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H1 from H2. To make them connected, the following rules are installed using ovs-ofctl on 

the respective switch: 

 

Table 8. Flow Rules for Default Flow 

Switch Priority Match Actions 

SW2 1 in_port=5 Output:16 

 1 in_port=16 Output:5 

 1 in_port=3 Output:15 

 1 in_port=15 Output:3 

SW5 1 in_port=4 Output:15 

 1 In_port=15 Output:4 

 1 In_port=6 Output:16 

 1 In_port=16 Output:6 

 1 nw_dst=10.10.3.129 Output:6 

 

After this rule is applied, H1 and H2 are connected. Traffic between H1-eth1 and H2-eth2 

goes through the line highlighted in green, while traffic between H1-eth2 and H2-eth2 

takes place through the line highlighted in blue. 

 
Fig. 14. Traffic Flow for H1 and H2 

 

However, to demonstrate the effect of Quality of Service, IP traffic both from H1-eth1 and 

H2-eth2 will be forwarded out port 15 of switch SW2. Because both of the traffic will exit 

from the same port, there will be competitions between the two. Below are the processes of 

the test: 

1. QoS is not applied on port 15 of SW2 

a. Measure IP traffic between H1-eth1H2-eth1 and H1-eth2H2-eth2 
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On H1: iperf -c 10.10.2.129 -u -p 9010 -b 1G -t 20 

On H1: iperf -c 10.10.3.129 -u -p 9005 -b 1G -t 20 

 

Table 9. Bandwidth of Ports without QoS 

Interface Test Bandwidth 

H2-eth1 1 61.1 Mbps 

 2 86.3 Mbps 

H2-eth2 1 42.7 Mbps 

 2 15.0 Mbps 

 

 

2. Apply QoS on Port 15 of SW2 

a. Measure IP traffic when traffic between H1-eth1 and H2-eth1 is prioritized 

b. Measure IP traffic when both traffic have equal priority 

curl -X POST -d '{"match": {"eth_type":2048, "nw_dst": "10.10.3.129"}, 

"actions":{"port":"15","queue": "6"}}' 

http://localhost:8080/qos/rules/100028924a798280 

 

curl -X POST -d '{"match": {"eth_type":2048, "nw_dst": "10.10.2.129"}, 

"actions":{"port":"15","queue": "1"}}' 

http://localhost:8080/qos/rules/100028924a798280 

 

H1: iperf -c 10.10.2.129 -u -p 9010 -b 1G -t 20 

H1: iperf -c 10.10.3.129 -u -p 9005 -b 1G -t 20 

 

Table 10. Bandwidth of Port with QoS 

Destination 

Interface 

Bandwidth 

Share 

Bandwidth 

H2-eth1 20 32.4 Mbps 

H2-eth2 80 74.8 Mbps 

   

H2-eth1 50 49.9 Mbps   

H2-eth2 50 50.1 Mbps 

 

 

Table 3 shows the results of the bandwidth by varying the bandwidth share of the queue on 

a port. Varying the bandwidth share in fact changes how much of bandwidth a flow gets. 

For example, when the bandwidth share is 20:80, where 20% is for the flow from H1-eth1 

to H2-eth1, and 80% for the flow from H1-eth2 to H2-eth2, the one which gets the more 

priority and hence more shares is the flow from H1-eth2 to H2-eth2 shown by the 

bandwidth value of 74.8 Mbps.  From this test, it can also be concluded that 

implementation of QoS on the HP switch has been successful. It is also learned that 
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without QoS, the performance of the network is rather unpredictable. It may cause one of 

the traffics to be in starvation when another traffic is constantly consuming the available 

bandwidth. 

 

4.2.2 QoS Setting with Meter 

As explained on chapter 3, besides using queue it is also possible to set QoS by utilizing 

meter. This time the testing is done on the CPqD software switch OpenFlow 1.3, and the 

following physical environment: 

1. Mininet version 2.0 

2. Ubuntu 14.04 LTS 

3. Intel Core i5-3230M CPU@ 2.60 GHz (4 CPUs) 

4. Memory of 4096 MB RAM 

Firstly, the network in mininet is set up. The network is simply 2 hosts connected by a 

switch through 10 Mbps links. The aim of the test is to compare the bandwidth between the 

2 hosts before and after applying the meter. Measurement of the bandwidth is also done by 

using iperf. Host 2 acts as the iperf server while host as the iperf client.  

Before the application of meter, the bandwidth measurements showed a result of 9.73 

Mbps. Then, the meter is set up using the REST API: 

$ curl -X POST -d '{"dpid":1,"flags":"KBPS","meter_id":1,"bands": 

[{"type":"DROP","rate":1000}]}' 

http://localhost:8080/qos/meter/0000000000000001 

[{"switch_id": "0000000000000001", "command_result": [{"result": 

"success", "details": "Meter added. : Meter ID=1"}]}] 

And then to assign this meter for the flow for any traffic to host 2 (IP address 10.0.0.2): 

$ curl -X GET http://localhost:8080/qos/rules/0000000000000001 

[{"switch_id": "0000000000000001", "command_result": [{"qos": 

[{"priority": 1, "dl_type": "IPv4", "nw_proto": "UDP", "nw_dst": 

"10.0.0.2", "qos_id": 1, "actions": [{"meter": "1"}]}]}]}] 

After setting this, the maximum rate of any traffic to 10.0.0.2 should be capped at around 1 

Mbps. 
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The same bandwidth measurement using iperf is also carried out: 

# iperf -s -u -p 9801 -i 1 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

Server listening on UDP port 9801 

Receiving 1470 byte datagrams 

UDP buffer size:  208 KByte (default) 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

[ 17] local 10.0.0.2 port 9801 connected with 10.0.0.1 port 40559 

[ ID] Interval       Transfer     Bandwidth        Jitter   Lost/Total Datagrams 

[ 17]  0.0- 1.0 sec   223 KBytes  1.82 Mbits/sec   0.076 ms  264/  419 (63%) 

[ 17]  0.0- 1.0 sec  17 datagrams received out-of-order 

[ 17]  1.0- 2.0 sec   129 KBytes  1.06 Mbits/sec   0.068 ms  736/  826 (89%) 

[ 17]  2.0- 3.0 sec   129 KBytes  1.06 Mbits/sec   0.088 ms  737/  827 (89%) 

[ 17]  3.0- 4.0 sec   129 KBytes  1.06 Mbits/sec   0.050 ms  737/  827 (89%) 

[ 17]  4.0- 5.0 sec   129 KBytes  1.06 Mbits/sec   0.060 ms  736/  826 (89%) 

[ 17]  5.0- 6.0 sec   129 KBytes  1.06 Mbits/sec   0.052 ms  736/  826 (89%) 

[ 17]  6.0- 7.0 sec   129 KBytes  1.06 Mbits/sec   0.111 ms  738/  828 (89%) 

[ 17]  7.0- 8.0 sec   129 KBytes  1.06 Mbits/sec   0.052 ms  737/  827 (89%) 

[ 17]  8.0- 9.0 sec   129 KBytes  1.06 Mbits/sec   0.070 ms  736/  826 (89%) 

[ 17]  9.0-10.0 sec   129 KBytes  1.06 Mbits/sec   0.047 ms  737/  827 (89%) 

[ 17]  0.0-10.5 sec  1.35 MBytes  1.09 Mbits/sec  24.812 ms 7348/ 8314 (88%) 

 

The reading from iperf showed that the bandwidth of the flow has been limited to around 1 

Mbps. We can suggest that the application of meter for creating QoS, specifically for 

limiting the maximum rate of a flow has been succesful.  

 

4.3 Multiple Flows 

 

The multiple flows test shall test if the multipath module is working as expected according 

to the design explained in the previous chapter. The energy saving possibility when using 

the multipath module is also evaluated. The test is executed on the following physical 

environment: 
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1. Mininet version 2.0 

2. Open vSwitch 2.0.2 

3. Ubuntu 14.04 LTS 

4. Intel Core i5-3230M CPU@ 2.60 GHz (4 CPUs) 

5. Memory of 4096 MB RAM 

Figure 14 depicts the topology of the network on which the test will be done. The links are 

configured at 100Mbps. During the test bbcp will copy a 400MB of data from H1 to H2. 

The number of paths will be varied and the transfer rate and energy consumption will be 

observed.  

 

Fig. 15. Multipath Test Topology 

 

4.3.1 Energy Consumption 

 

Energy measurement is limited to only measuring the energy when utilizing the multipath 

module in virtual environment. In accordance to this, it will be required to measure the 

energy consumed by the Linux processes involved. Currently there are not many available 

tools to measure this parameter. For laptop with Intel CPU, Powertop is frequently used. It 

estimates the power by fetching power-related parameters from ACPI (Advanced 

Configuration and Power Interface). Another tool, powerstat is also available but it only 

measures the VM level energy consumption. Authors in (Singh et al., 2013) researched and 

developed a more generalized energy measurement tool which does not only work for 

laptops. However their implementation is not publicly available. Another mechanisms will 

be to use a digital Watt-meter to measure the energy consumption of the whole device both 
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during idle and data transfer state, and to take difference to yield the energy consumed by 

the data transfer. The drawback of this method will be the need to carefully remove the 

energy consumption effect from other running modules or software in the device and lack 

of fined-grained view into which processes actually contributes to the energy consumption. 

Thus, it is decided that Powertop will be used to measure the power consumption. 

Powertop is a tool provided by Intel for measuring power consumption and diagnosing 

power management in Linux. It also some interesting features such as suggestions to 

improve power consumption performance and interactive mode which reports the current 

power usage by the processes and devices. 

 

 
Fig. 16. Powertop Interactive Mode 

 

Below is the method of the energy measurement: 

1. Execute powertop to generate report every second. 

2. During this time, do bbcp transfer from H1 to H2, with varying number of streams 

and paths. 

3. Parse and plot energy consumption based on the resulting reports 

Measurement is carried out every second. But it takes time for powertop to do the 

measurement and to produce the report. The report is created every 5 seconds. So basically 

the measurement is actually done every 5 seconds. 

 

In the subsection below, the measurement results are described and analyzed. 
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1. BBCP with 1 stream, 1 path 

Firstly, only 1 stream and 1 path is used. With this configuration the BBCP rate reaches 1 

MB/s. 

 

Fig. 17. BBCP power Consumption. (Average =  62.335 mW, std = 7 mW) 

 

 

Fig. 18. OVS power consumption (average: 16.86 mW, std: 12.901 mW) 

 

 

2. BBCP, 4 stream, 1 path 

The number of stream is then increased to 4. The transfer rate reaches 1.1 MB/s. 
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Fig. 19. BBCP power consumption(Average: 70.226571 mW, std: 9.949 mW) 

 

 

Fig. 20. OVS power consumption(Average: 13.72 mW, std: 10.653 mW) 

 

Comparing the usage of 1 stream vs 4 stream, increasing the number of streams seems to 

increase the rate while at the same time, increasing the energy consumption. When only 1 

stream is used, the power consumption is about 62 mW while 70 mW is consumed when 4 

streams are used. A more detailed analysis is described in the next subsection. 

The standard deviation of the power consumption of Open vSwitch is rather large where it 

is anticipated that the power consumption measurements should not deviate that much. 

While several different measurements have been taken, the standard deviation of the power 

consumption of OVS is still rather large. This is possibly happening because the OVS is 
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running on the Kernel space. 

 

3. Varying the number of path 

This time, the number of paths which is used by the multipath module is varied. Energy 

consumption during BBCP transfer is then measured. 

 

Fig. 21. BBCP Power Consumption with varying paths 

 

Figure 21 shows that the rate is highest achieved when 4 streams and 4 paths are used (line 

in black). This is evident in which it finish faster than any other configurations (only takes 

about 90 seconds). Meanwhile, the rate is lowest when only 1 path is used as shown in red 

line where it takes almost 350 seconds to transfer the data. 

The spikes on the power rate measurement shown on figure 21 should not normally appear 

in a power rate measurement. Toward solving this problem, possible external causes such 

as interfering applications or devices are identified. Those unused applications such as 

browsers, GUI service on the Ubuntu, and wireless network interface are shutdown. 

However, after the action has been carried out the spikes still persist. It is suggested then 

that this is more related with the internal measurement of powertop. Because the power 

rates are estimation values in relation with the CPU utilization, it is possibly that the spikes 

results from the fluctuation of the CPU utilization values. 
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Fig. 22. OVS Power Consumption with varying paths during BBCP Transfer 

 

 

 
Fig. 23. BBCP Transfer Rate 

 

The energy consumed during the transfer and the transfer rate is also shown in table 4. 
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Table 11. Energy and Rate of Varied Number of Paths 

Configuration BBCP Energy (J) OVS Energy (J) Rate (Mbps) 

1 stream 1 path 21.82 5.02 1  

4 stream, 1 path 24.6 J 3.76 1.1 

4 stream, 2 path 28.2 2.71 2.3 

4 stream, 3 path 26.3 5.18 2.3 

4 stream, 4 path 24.5 4.36 4.4 

 

The results in table 4 suggest that energy consumption is minimal when using only 1 

stream and 1 path.  While the energy consumption when the transfer rate is the highest (4 

stream and 4 paths, with rate of 4.4 Mbps) is about 24.5 J or around 3 joules more than 

when using only 1 stream and 1 path. It can also be said that increasing the transfer rate by 

400%, only increase the energy by 12.3%. This certainly can be a good reason when to 

actually use multiple paths. It is also important to note here that we also do not consider the 

possibility of sleeping the network resources once the transfer completes. Once the transfer 

complete it may be better to actually sleep some parts of the network. Thus, increasing the 

transfer rate can possibly yield bigger savings and significantly shorter latency. 

 

 

 

4.3.2 Rate Measurement 

 

Figure 23 shows the measurement result on the BBCP transfer rate vs number of streams, 

when using different number of simultaneous paths from node 1 to node 2 in network 

architecture in figure 14. The environment of the test is the same as the previous one. The 

rate at each path is measured for the duration of the transfer of 400MB file over 10 Mbps 

links. The results are detailed in table 12. 

Table 12. BBCP Rate Measurements with Varied Number of Streams and Paths 

Number of paths Number of Streams Mean Rate (Mbps) Std Rate (Mbps) 

1 1 1.1 0 

 2 1.1 0.005 

 3 1.1 0.013 
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 4 1.1 0.008 

 5 1.099 0.013 

 6 1.098 0.018 

 7 1.098 0.022 

 8 1.098 0.016 

2 1 1.1 0 

 2 2.298 0.015 

 3 1.7 0.007 

 4 2.293 0.033 

 5 1.901 0.012 

 6 2.287 0.052 

 7 2.001 0.01 

 8 2.285 0.05 

3 1 1.1 0 

 2 2.298 0.015 

 3 3.397 0.016 

 4 2.301 0.013 

 5 2.799 0.008 

 6 3.396 0.024 

 7 2.307 0.353 

 8 2.998 0.012 

4 1 1.1 0 

 2 2.298 0.013 

 3 3.397 0.029 

 4 4.525 0.051 

 5 2.902 0.058 

 6 3.4 0.009 

 7 3.991 0.035 

 8 4.489 0.051 

 

To have a better picture of the effect on varying the number of paths and streams on the 
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transfer rate, the data is also plotted in Fig.24. 

 

Fig. 24. BBCP Transfer Rate vs number of streams, across different number of 

simultaneous paths 

 

The result in figure 24 shows that the optimum transfer rate is reached when the number of 

streams is a multiple of the number of simultaneous paths used. This is probably because 

of the way BBCP is designed. It seems to try to balance the transfer rate among the 

streams. For example when 4 paths are used, while the number of stream is 5, the last one 

stream which is sharing the same path with 1 other stream will have fewer capacity than 

others which does not share the link capacity, and thereby it’s reducing the transfer rate. 

But the condition above is not really affecting the transfer rate when the number of streams 

is higher. However, this information can be used to further optimize the algorithm, so that 

the number of simultaneous paths can be tailored to the number of streams. But this is 

possibly will be different depending on the application itself, for example when not using 

BBCP. 

The transfer rate relatively increases when the number of streams increased, such as when 

streams are increased from 1 stream to 2 streams, with 1, 2, 3, or 4 paths are used. This 

situation is related with the bandwidth-delay product of the link. With a link capacity of 10 

MBps and round-trip-time of about 100 ms, this means that there can be 1MBps of data 

transferred from the sender to the receiver without requiring acknowledgment by the 

sender. Knowing that the BBCP application uses a default TCP window size of 128 KBps, 
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this means that a single TCP connection will not be able to fully utilize the link capacity 

available. Increasing the number of TCP streams then should increase the transfer rate, as 

also shown by the experiment result on the graph Fig. 24. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

 

The research problem is this thesis work as explained on the chapter of Introduction is to 

develop a framework which can be used to develop ecological solutions for Software-

Defined Network. While the goals are: to research solutions that makes the network 

infrastructure to be ecology-friendly, to research the possibility of using SDN which 

provides abstraction, visibility, and programmability in a network to implement the 

solutions, and to implement the solution in a form of framework which can be utilized by 

other users or other developers in which to build upon more green solutions.  

 

The solutions that has been researched from literatures and are known to save energy in the 

network has been described and explained in Chapter 3. These mechanisms include 

optimizing network resources, including the number of active ports, active switches, also 

by applying ALR in which the line speed of a port should be decreased when the utilization 

of the network has is low. The limitation includes the fact that ALR only works in a 

physical switch, as it does not apply for software switch, as also explained in chapter on 

the subsection on Adaptive Link Rate. The usage of multipath to increase performance and 

at the same time saving energy is also researched. 

 

The energy mechanisms has been designed and implemented in the context of Software-

Defined Network. Through OpenFlow, the support of SDN to apply those mechanisms in 

the real network is actually quite good. Event many features in  OpenFlow 1.0 has been 

supportive for implementing them. However, the main problem exists in the physical 

switch. What is observed is that while they claim to support OpenFlow, many of their 

implementations not necessarily following the OpenFlow specifications. This has caused 

some significant problems in the implementation in the framework.  

 

At the same time, these solutions have also been to some extent implemented in the current 

ecology-oriented SDN framework. These includes the mechanisms for shutting down and 

enabling a port in HP switch via REST API, REST API for setting of QoS in CPqD switch 

and HP 3500 yl, modules for reporting the utilization in the network which has been tested 

for software switch as well, multi paths module is also implemented where the energy 

saving possibility is evaluated in this chapter. 
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It can also be suggested that the research problem of developing a framework in which 

other developers can use to create ecology-oriented applications in SDN has been 

answered to some extent. 

 

Further direction for this research would be to conduct a detailed energy consumption 

measurement both for physical and virtual environment when using the modules of the 

framework. Such measurements will be beneficial either fine tune the framework and to 

generate possibly more ideas on saving energy in a network. 
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6 SUMMARY 

 

The pressing situation of our environment due to global warming has motivated the work 

of this thesis which is to create an ecology-oriented SDN Framework. SDN has the 

potential of promoting more innovations in the network for it enables programmability in 

the network. This feature is especially important in the work of this thesis to make it 

possible implement some of the know ways to save energy in a network such as by 

minimizing the number of active resources in the network by shutting ports or switches. 

 

The main idea behind the design of the framework is by implementing the known 

mechanisms to save energy in a network and to maximize the abstraction in SDN provided 

by OpenFlow. Furthermore, the framework has its functionality exposed to the outside 

world through REST API. It is suggested that the use of REST API can further promotes 

more usage of the framework as it supports composability and is programming language 

agnostic. All these detailed design and implementations are explained in chapter 3. 

 

The research question of developing an ecology-oriented SDN framework in which other 

developers can use to create more environmentally friendly applications in the network has 

also been answered to some extent. This work also has utilized SDN features which are 

mainly made possible through OpenFlow messages. In conclusion, SDN specifically 

through OpenFlow is a solid way to create innovative solution in network infrastructure. 

Especially related to the goal of this work, its features are very supportive in implementing 

ideas for creating an environmentally friendly network. However, the main challenge relies 

on the implementation of OpenFlow by switch vendors in which they do not necessarily 

follow the OpenFlow specifications strictly while the products are claimed to be 

OpenFlow-capable
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APPENDIX 1.  Results from the experiments 

 

Get all queues settings in the switch 

curl -X GET http://localhost:8080/qos/queue/0000000000000001  

 

Response: 

[ 

    { 

        "switch_id": "0000000000000001", 

        "command_result": { 

            "result": "success", 

            "details": [ 

                { 

                    "queues": [ 

                        { 

                            "min_rate": "50", 

                            "queue_id": "1" 

                        }, 

                        { 

                            "min_rate": "20", 

                            "queue_id": "2" 

                        } 

                    ], 

                    "port_name": "1" 

                } 

            ] 

        } 

    } 

] 

 

 

 

Delete all queues settings in the switch 

curl -X DELETE http://localhost:8080/qos/queue/0000000000000001 

 

 



 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 1. (continues) 

 

response: 

[ 

    { 

        "switch_id": "0000000000000001", 

        "command_result": "success. All queues deleted" 

    } 

] 

 

 

Delete a specific queue 

curl -X DELETE http://localhost:8080/qos/queue/0000000000000001/1/2 

Response: 

[ 

    { 

        "switch_id": "0000000000000001", 

        "command_result": "success" 

    } 

] 

 

 

Setting of mininum queue bandwidth for HP 3500 yl 

curl -X POST -d '{"port_name":"4","queues":[{"id":"1","min_rate":"30 50 

20 0 0 0 0 0"}]}' http://localhost:8080/qos/queue/100028924a79c140 

 

Response: 
[{"switch_id": "100028924a79c140", "command_result": {"result": 

"success"}}] 

 

 

Getting the speed of port for HP 3500 yl 

curl -X GET http://localhost:8080/v1.0/alr/speed/10.10.10.14/5 

Response 

{" speed": "1000FDx"} 

 

 

http://localhost:8080/qos/queue/0000000000000001/1/2


 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 1. (continues) 

Setting the speed of port for HP 3500 yl: 

curl -X PUT -d '{"speed":100}' 

http://localhost:8080/v1.0/alr/speed/10.10.10.14/5 

 

Response: 

{"result": "success"}-bash-4.1$ 

 

 

Adding QoS Rule to HP 3500 yl 

curl -X POST -d '{"match": {"nw_dst": "10.10.2.129"}, 

"actions":{"port":"15","queue": "1"}}' 

http://localhost:8080/qos/rules/100028924a79c140 

 

Response: 
 

[{"switch_id": "100028924a79c140", "command_result": [{"result": 

"success", "details": "QoS added. : qos_id=1"}]}] 

 

 

Disabling/Enabling port of HP 3500 yl 

curl -X PUT –d '"enabled:false"' 

 http://localhost:8080/v1.0/alr/port/100028924a79c140/12 

 

Getting the list of hosts from Host Tracker 

curl -X GET http://localhost:8080/v1.0/hosts 

Response: 

{"1": { 

        "10.0.0.1": { 

            "timestamp": 1430819210, 

            "mac": "00:00:00:00:00:11", 

            "port": 3, 

            "dpid": 1 

        }, 

        "10.0.0.2": { 

            "timestamp": 1430819296, 

            "mac": "00:00:00:00:00:12", 

            "port": 4, 

            "dpid": 1 



 

 

 

 

        } 

    }, 

    "2": { 

        "10.0.0.3": { 

            "timestamp": 1430819465, 

            "mac": "00:00:00:00:00:23", 

            "port": 3, 

            "dpid": 2 

        } 

    }} 

 


